Active Members
Young minds... in folk

• Networking
Capri Meeting siof
(opitcs and photonic italian society)

• Exchange activity with siof

• Networking
Optical trapping of special shapes

Lecture by Prof. Pál Ormos
Biological Research Centre
Hungarian Academy of Sciences

Tuesday
12th November 2013
15:00 room 0M03
Physical Sciences Department

Seminar proposed in the
2013 Italo-Hungarian International Year of Culture and Science

Young Minds Naples
eps@na.infn.it

• Seminars
A day as Enea
(Italian national Agency for New tecnologies development)
School Project: earthquakes

- Outreach
Teaching Polarization to ISIS High School

• Outreach
Photon training course

• Outreach
For further information

eps@na.infn.it
www.fisica.unina.it/ponys/

Young Minds Naples